The Colortools™ Rapid Match Color System was developed to bring color to the customer faster and more efficiently. The Colortools system will take the difficulty and extended lead times out of matching a custom color for your customer.

The system comes complete with a formula of 60 stain colors, a book of stain samples, a scale with calibration weight, mixing tools and clear wiping and spray stain bases. All these color tools will allow you to match and produce stain for your customer quicker than ever before. And, an added benefit is never having to stock colors that sit on the shelf and settle.

**Colortools Clear Base Wiping Stain** is a tintable stain base that may be used as is to enhance natural wood color, or it may be tinted with Colortools Colorant Concentrates and Dye Concentrates. Available in Quarts, Gallons and 5-Gallon Pails.

Item #: 301004.00

**Colortools Low HAPs Clear Base Spray Stain** has a rapid dry time that makes it an ideal stain system for high speed production of commercial and residential wood products. Low HAPs Spray Stain provides uniform color while preventing blotchiness. The Clear Base Spray Stain may be tinted with Colortools Colorant Concentrates and Dye Concentrates. For industrial use only. Available in Quarts, Gallons, 5-Gallon Pails, and 55-Gallon Drums.

Item #: 366001.00

**Colortools Colorant Concentrates** are for use in tinting Colortools Clear Base Wiping Stains or Low HAPs Clear Base Spray Stains. Available in Quarts and Gallons in limited colors.

Colortools Colorant Concentrate Colors: Burnt Umber*, Lamp Black, Quin Violet, Raw Umber*, Red Oxide, Titanium White, and Yellow Oxide.

* Available in Gallon containers.
Colortools Dye Concentrates are for use in tinting Colortools Clear Base Wiping Stains or Low HAPs Clear Base Spray Stains. Available in Quarts and Gallons in limited colors.

Colortools Dye Concentrate Colors: Brown*, Black*, Red, Yellow, Orange and Blue.

* Available in Gallon containers.

Base Toner Clear Base is used as a spray, no wipe dye stain as the first step of a two-step staining process to achieve a dark stain color with excellent clarity. A first coat of Base Toner is followed by a coat of Colortools Wiping Stain. This two-step system can give the color uniformity on hard-to-stain woods such as cherry and maple. Only use Base Toner Color Concentrates with Base Toner Clear Base. Available in Gallons and 5-Gallon Pails.

Base Toner Clear Base  Item #: 260105.00

Base Toner Dye Concentrate Colors: Yellow, Black, Red and Brown.

Base Toner Color Concentrates available in Gallon containers.

Colortools Color Chip Book. Forty Wiping Stain colors shown on Alder and Birch. Twenty Low HAPs Spray Stains shown on Maple. A nice way to display standard colors and an efficient way to find a good starting point for matching a custom color.

Item #: CT 1001

Colortools Use Instructions and Formulary Notebook. Sixty formulas in both Gram and Volumetric calculations to make your stain matching, fast, easy and consistent.

Item #: CT 1002
Colortools Mixing Lids. These convenient lids snap on for easy and allow for hand mixing or can be used with the Colortools Mini-Mix Base Unit.

Quart Mixing Lid Item #: FP S35Q

Gallon Mixing Lid Item #: FP S35G

Colortools Mini-Mix Base Unit with 8-gallon places. The Mini-Mix unit is fast and easy. Cans are easily removed while the machine is still operating and the shelves are easy to clean. The unit has a single phase motor 115/230 V. Standard IP 54 or explosion proof Atex with electronic control including timer (15’ cycle). The Mini-Mix offers a flexible stackable system with up to 4 shelves snap on platforms for quart cans.

Colortools Mini-Mix Base Unit with 8-gallon places Item #: FP 1027
Colortools Mini-Mix Quart Shelf with 12-places Item #: FP 1028
Colortools Mini-Mix Gallon Shelf with 8-places Item #: FP 1029
Colortools Quart Platform Riser Item #: FP 1001-6

Colortools Pedestal and Work Surface. (Pictured above with Colortools Mini-Mix Base Unit.) This optional pedestal with aluzinc work surface can be added to mix at a more convenient height and to store back-up concentrates and other supplies.

Colortools Pedestal and Work Surface Item #: FP 1007

Colortools Digital Scale with Calibration Weight. Mixing Scales meet all requirements when it comes to mixing stains fast, reliably and accurately under tough ambient conditions. All components of the compact and rugged housings are resistant to solvents. The round stainless steel weighing pan is easy to clean and features a wrap-around design. This means it has an overlapping rim that protects the weighing system all-around against dirt and spillage. Moreover, the scale is protected against overloads. Whether you operate the display and control unit with thinner-stained gloves or paint-blotched fingers, you won’t have to worry about damaging the keypad overlay. Its advanced, easy to-clean design protects the key labeling from messy stain jobs.

Weighing range: 0-7,500 grams (7.5 kg). Readibility: 0.1 g.

Item #: FP 7000
Colortools Scale Table with Drawer & 10” Extension. This optional pedestal with aluzinc work surface can be added to mix at a more convenient height and to store back-up concentrates and other supplies.

- Handy utility drawer and lower storage shelf for supplies
- Adjustable leveling feet for greater stability
- Dimensions: 36” W x 22” D x 32” H
- Dual mounting table extension adds 10” of workspace

Colortools Scale Table w/Drawer & 10” Ext. Item #: FP 1008

Colortools 5-Gallon Digital Scale. This scale is rugged and accurate, built to withstand harsh shop conditions. Five gallon weighing capacity.

Item #: FP 1002

Colortools Pro Shaker w/Pedestal. Pro Shaker delivers consistent power up to 700 cycles/minute at a 30-degree shake angle whether you are shaking a quart or a gallon container. The Pro Shaker works with 120-PSI compressed air (range 70 - 175 PSI) at the inlet, and consumes only 4.3 CFM free.

- Accommodates 0.5 - 5.0 liter round cans, most aerosols with caps, and square cans.
- Includes a Pedestal and Safety belt
- Air pressure compensator and automatic lubricator
- Compact, easy to use, and economically priced.

Item #: FP 2000

Colortools Infrared Spot Lamp is perfect for drying small areas very quickly. The stand has adjustable height and angled module. The unit comes with a programmable control box with 30-minute timer and separate heating module for manual use.

- Power: 800W 230 V - 3.5 A
- Lamps: 1800 W non-glare short wave infrared lamp.
- Drying height: 0.20 to 1.45 m
- Drying area: 0.445 x 0.30 m
- Drying distance: 0.40 m vertically, 0.50 m horizontally
- Weight: Heating module: 1.5 kg
- Total weight: 7 kg

Item #: FP B1001